Still the King
Carlo Reigns in 2015-16 as Contenders Rise

King Carlo Bossio at Ste Sophie School: In a Class by Himself

The National Table Hockey League completed another frenetic season, as 2015-16 saw eight sanctioned events unfold. Six
different players emerged as tournament winners, but King Carlo dominated by winning three of them, while the other
winners managed one each. This was enough to keep the crown on Carlo's head for yet another year, amazingly his ninth in
succession. The finalists were as follows:
Chicago 2015: Lou Marinoff over Jim Rzonca
Montreal 2015: Gino Bossio over Carlo Bossio
New York 2015: Carlo Bossio over Sam Anoussis
Toronto 2015: Carlo Bossio over Pat Côté
Rosemont 2016: Carlo Bossio over André Pigeon
Detroit 2016: Dave Kraehling over Lou Marinoff
Quebec City 2016: Pat Côté over Eric Larochelle
Ste Sophie 2016: Sam Anoussis over Carlo Bossio
Sam Anoussis had a great year, finishing ahead of everyone except the King. This season also featured first-time appearances
in finals by André Pigeon, whose strong play has elevated him to fourth overall (displacing Pat), and by Eric Larochelle, who
climbed to seventh overall. The top ten were rounded out by Martin Douville, who showed consistent improvement, and by
Michel Decarie, who was hot-and-cold, but hot enough to nail tenth spot when all was said and done.

The contenders hardly end there. Francois Côté and Michael Brossard are knocking at the door, while Burt Brassard slipped
to thirteenth but is too talented to remain there for long. As well, Vinny Catania and John Fayolle have both tasted top-ten
spots this season, and are hungry for more. In addition, the NTHL's under-18 division is growing, with a fierce rivalry
between Thierry Douville and Simon Decarie at the top. See the NTHL final standings for complete results.

NTHL action from New York. It was fast and furious all season long.
NTHL players and events are also being featured in a new documentary film, by Derek Williams and Brian Gard of Visual
Rhodes Inc., based in Oakville, Ontario. Their movie looks like the biggest and best-yet treatment of table hockey -- past,
present, future. The real star is our beloved Coleco #5380 board, and all its new incarnations. Derek and Brian will still be
shooting into next season, with editing and post-production to follow. We all look forward immensely to seeing their
finished product on the silver screen. It's going to be incredible: just like our sport!
Thanks to all the organizers (especially!), and to the referees, players, and fans for supporting another fantastic season. Will
King Carlo make it ten in a row next year? Or is he starting to look vulnerable? Time will tell. Stay tuned.

Derek Williams (right) takes on Vinny Catania (left). Derek's film will be as great as our sport.

Sam Dethrones The King A "Ref's Eye View"
story by Lou Marinoff photos by John Fayolle
Ste. Sophie de Levrard, Quebec, April 16, 2014
The NTHL's annual event in Ste Sophie was a hotly-contested affair, not only by the veteran adults who made the trek, but
also by many children from the local school league who enthusiastically participated.
The event was also filmed by Derek Williams and Brian Gard from Visual Rhodes in Oakville. They came to get invaluable
footage for their table hockey film-in-progress, and they remarked that this was the biggest Coleco tournament they had
ever seen, unfolding in one of the smallest towns they had ever visited. That's table hockey for you: Big things happen in
small places.

More than 50 adults and children faced off in Ste Sophie, Quebec

The final series of the day, between Carlo "The King" Bossio and Sam "The Slickster" Anoussis, proved to be the most
entertaining and dramatic, and one of the best I have ever seen. Sam prevailed in a thrilling and also controversial game #5,
dethroning The King and winning his first NTHL event since Ajax 2011.
As it was my privilege to referee their entire series, I want to give you a "ref's eye view."
Let's pick up the action in the semifinals, which featured Gino (#1 seed) against Sam (#4 seed) and Andre (#2 seed) against
Carlo (#3 seed) -- seedings based on A-pool round-robin rankings.

Gino had already expended valuable energy finishing on top of the A-pool, and then taking out Michel Decarie in 5 games
after trailing 0 games to 2 in their quarter final. By contrast, Sam had contained his fury all day, and had plenty in the tank to
overpower Gino in the semis.
In the other semi final, Andre did well to win a game against Carlo, but The King was not to be denied a spot in the finals.
That set up his showdown against Sam. At this point the odds-makers might have favored Carlo: he has a phenomenal
record in final series, and his opponent had just beaten Gino. It's hard enough beating either Bossio in a playoff, let alone
both of them back-to-back.
But this day the odds-makers would have been mistaken to pick Carlo. Sam was not the underdog: he was the overdue. He
proved it by winning the first game convincingly, 5-2. Carlo prevailed in game 2, by 4-3. Then Same won game #3 by the
same margin, 4-3. Reffing these games, I had a bird's eye view of Sam's tenacious defense and relentless offense. He simply
outplayed The King.
Sam seemed to pause for breath in game 4, not a good idea against the King. Carlo conjured up a blizzard of goals, and he
mercied Sam 7-0 in about 2 minutes flat.

Carlo versus Sam: A Final for the Ages
That set the stage for game 5. Either Sam would win it and get the monkey off his back, or Carlo would prevail yet again, and
this time the hard way. Or, as it turned out, something crazier would happen.

From the opening face-off, the action was unbelievably fast and furious. The puck hardly stood still, yet both players
exhibited remarkable control. It was the highest level of table hockey that I have ever seen.
Tied at 4-4, with overtime looming, Sam scored from a face-off at center ice. To me (and to the other spectators), it looked
as though he had put it in cleanly with his center. That being a first-touch, I disallowed the goal. Sam immediately objected
that he had drawn the puck back to his right defenseman and scored from there, which would have been a second touch
and thus a legal goal. Carlo disagreed. He claimed that the puck has been shot in directly by Sam's centerman, in which case
the goal was a first-touch and hence illegal.
Since I hadn't seen the defenceman score, I overruled both players and disallowed the goal, at least for the time being. The
series was being videoed, but with only 13 seconds left I didn't want to halt play indefinitely to watch the film. The players
agreed to finish the game, and we all agreed to review the video afterwards and make the call from there.
As things turned out, Carlo scored with 6 seconds to play and won game four 5-4 for the time being, but Sam kept his cool
and awaited the camera's verdict.
So we loaded up the video, and stepped through Sam's controversial goal more-or-less frame by frame. These days our
video cameras are high-definition, but still not high-speed. With the SoHo boards plus the Marinoff puck, the game is so fast
that the high-definition camera cannot accurately capture the puck's full trajectory. There's a black blur in a given frame that
represents the puck, and then a frame where the puck disappears entirely (because it's moving too quickly for the camera),
and then a black blur in the next frame where it briefly re-appears somewhere else.
The only way to resolve such matters more decisively is with a high-speed (as opposed to merely a high-definition) camera.
Yet, every sport encounters controversial calls -- even the NHL and NFL, with their arrays of high-speed cameras.
In this case, the video replay seemed to show that Sam was correct: the goal in question had apparently been scored by
Sam's right defense. After several replays of the replay, it looked to me (and to most of the players watching the video) as
though one or both centermen had touched the puck before the defenseman, making the goal legal. Carlo contended that
Sam's defenseman had hit the centerman and not the puck, making the goal illegal. But the video did not show this
conclusively. Right or wrong, I called what I thought I saw. So we resumed play with 13 seconds on the clock, and Sam
leading 5-4.
As fate would have it, Sam scored an "insurance" goal from another face-off, won 6-4, and claimed the series 3 games to 2.
One way or another, Sam deserved it. His somewhat tainted victory is also a testament to Carlo's greatness: See what it
takes to beat him? Not many have it. On a given day, Sam still does.

Carlo (2), Sam (1), Andre (3)

Carlo's hand (photo above) may be cramping, as he is not used to holding up two fingers. Sam appears to be smiling after his
big win. Andre Pigeon took third in a plucky performance against Gino, who finished fourth. Eric Larochelle rounded out the
top 5 with a strong performance.
For his part, Carlo was gracious in defeat, and could also afford to be: for win or lose, Carlo had already clinched his second
consecutive NTHL World Cup on top of seven straight HTQ championships. This season, Carlo had three titles coming into
Ste-Sophie, and this was the last event of the season. Pat and Gino had one title each (and Pat was absent), so neither player
could catch Carlo on this day.
Even so, Sam got the second-place monkey off his back -- and not just any monkey: in this case King "Kong" Carlo himself.
Sam has a closet full of second-place trophies, most of them from finals against Carlo. And while most players can only
dream of reaching an NTHL final, Sam is a ferocious competitor who is never satisfied with anything less than winning it all.
I have known Sam since the "old days" -- the Montreal Table Hockey League of the early 1980s, when he was just as
ferocious. And even then, Sam had a special play that he kept on tap, for scoring a big goal from a late-game face-off. In
those days, we faced off in the corner circles too. Most players tried to draw the puck into the corner with their wingers, but
Sam had perfected the art of whipping the puck to his center and slamming it into the next, in one motion off the draw.
So I was not surprised to see Sam perfect a new variation on this theme: drawing the puck back to his defenseman with the
center, and slamming it into the next from there.
One thing I learned from this amazing final is that the players have a better view of the puck than the ref and the spectators,
because we are looking at it sideways as it flashes past our field of vision -- whereas the two players see it travel along its
axis of motion, and so get a longer view. A referee can only call what he sees, and so I did.
But let me tell you, this was the best I have ever seen Sam play, and Carlo matched him in speed and finesse. It was an
historic series, a great credit to the players and our sport.
The kids had a fantastic time playing too, and being filmed by Derek and Brian, who got some great shots and interviews for
their film-in-progress.

Under-18 Division B Finals: Anne-Sophie Demers takes on Gabriel Constantin
The under-18 playoffs were crowd-pleasers too. Three kids won the combined adult-kid C Division: Eric Paris (1), Vincent
Soulard (2), Dany Lafrenier (3). The kids' A Division winners were William Dumas (1), William Bergeron (2), Marc Antoine (3);
while the B division winners were Gabriel Constantin (1), Anne-Sophie Demers (2 and top female),
Justin Baril (23).

Finally, thanks to all the teachers and staff at the Ste Sophie de Levrard School, for hosting this historic event, much of which
has been preserved on film and will be viewed in the ripeness of time.
Detroit 2016
Fourteen Coleco players were in the running for the 2016 Motor City Classic honors. When the dust settles, "Super"
DaveKraehling came out victorious, beating Lou "The Legend" Marinoff in a 3-1 final series.Third place went to Vinny
Catania, an emerging competitor, who dislodged an experienced Eric Davis in their bronze series. The veteran John Medema
defeated Eugene Kurz for the first place in the B-Division, while organizer Eric Krol finished 3rd. Specialist Buster Barton, who
reached the quarter-finals with a fiery performance, said: "It was most pleasing that I've never had to play the Coleco. "
Thanks to Eric and John for organizing a big event in the Motor City, as usual. It may have been the April Fool's Day, But
there was no fish around the table!

An injury to King Carlo and the absence of our # 2 and 3, the Animal and Slickster opened the door to the ambitions of
dolphins. Already last year we noticed a significant tightening of forces between the 2nd and 15th places. While in past
years, the Top 5 were untouchables, we now see these players fall under the blows of the suitors.
A pool between the players gave the Phenomenon listed as a favorite, but he had a heavy task ahead. After two preliminary
rounds dominated by veteran Dave "the hat" Kreahling, the stage was set for the playoffs..
Round 1/8 final, often the most dramatic, saw a few twists. The biggest surprise came from the American Vinny Catania who
surprised the tournament organizer and No. 6 NTHL ranked Burt "the flying frencheman" Brassard in 4 games. For Vinny it is
quite a feat, this player is in full progression after winning the B division championship in Rosemont, he now made it into the
Top 8 of a major tournament here in Quebec. In the other 1/8 finals, an interesting duel saw the indestructible Michael "The
class" Brossard mystified François "Pitbull" Côté in 4 games.
Michel "the machine" Decarie came back from a 2-1 deficit in the series to defeat Martin "the rager" Douville at the limit of
5 games. Lou "the living legend" had his hands full against Remi "the ghost" Lemieux, winning in 3 games, but two in
overtime. For Lemieux it was a successful return. André Pigeon, Eric Larochelle, Dave Kraehling and Pat Côté also reached
the 1/4 finals.
In the 1/4 finals "The Class" Brossard was not finished with his magic tricks. His Impeccable overall game enabled him to
master the dangerous Dave Kreahling defenders and causing a major surprise by eliminating the veteran Kreahling. Machine
Décarie meanwhile, defeated his eternal executioner André "Boston" Pigeon in 4 games, for Pigeon it is a major
disappointment, he had a real chance to win his first career tournament, he eventually finished 5th. Côté and Larochelle also
reached the semi finals by beating Catania and Marinoff.
In the semi finals, Ricky Boy Larochelle needed two wins in overtime to turn off the machine Decarie and beat him in 4
games. The Phenomen Côté finally eliminated the surprising Michael Brossard in three consecutive games.
The series for the 3rd place saw accomplices Brassard and Decarie in an emotional series that ended in 3 games for the
machine. For the latter it is a well-deserved podium and Brossard a 4th place well deserved.
The series for the tournament championship went to the limit of 5 games. The Phenomen Côté seemed paralyzed by the
challenge during the 5th and decisive match, while Ricky Boy clung to a 1-0 lead 4 minutes in. After two quick goals by the
Phenomenon, Larochelle regained his speed to equalize in the last second of the game. In overtime Ricky Boy had the
championship at the end of the stick a few times, but the puck finally rolled for the phenomenon that with great relief wins a
third title in Quebec City.
Burt "the flyng frencheman" redeemed himself from his early elimination by winning the B consolation against the Pitbull
Côté
Non-qualified players in the Top 16 were left in sections C and Under 18.
Simon "the gamer" Decarie grabbed two trophies difficultly by winning the C section. The Gamer came back from a 0-2
deficit in the series and
1-5 after 4 minutes of game 5 to finally win the game and the series!

Simon also found himself in the Under-18 finals against his usual rival Thierri "the huskie" Douville. This is the 3th
consecutive confrontation between the two players after the victory of Simon in Toronto’s quarter finals, Thierri beat him
and won in the Rosemont finals. This series just like the other two went to the limit of 5 games won by Thierri for 2nd
consecutive time. Note also the performance of the young Guillaume "the Conquestador" Rodriguez who finished 3rd in the
under 18 category.
Next meeting Motown DETROIT!! April 1st ... Who will win in the city of the automobile?
Reported by: Martin Douville

ROSEMONT 2016

Story By: Martin Douville
The 4th Rosemont table hockey tournament attracted a record number of 50 players .The competition was a great success
despite a few small hiccups with the arrangement of sections and the lack of staff to deal with the lower seed sections. A big
thank you to my old buddy Nicolas Forget that with short notice took care of the young recruit’s section.
The tournament hosted several players from the United States, thank you guys for coming! Also a dozen players from the
Mauricie area, fervent table hockey fans from Ste Sophie School made the trip. We can never thank enough those three
teachers, David, Marie-Christine and Caroline who take the trouble to drive 250 km, spend their money and time to support
young people in their schools and their alumni secondary school .A disappointment, the complete absence of players from
the Toronto area and the low representation of players from the old capital, hope to see some return for the next edition.
RDS cameras showed up in the afternoon to follow King Bossio. His opponent Francois Coté did not serve as a punching bag
and he quickly warned the King taking a 2-0 lead while filmng was going on. The King had to remove his gear, cape, crown
and shoulder pads to avoid the humiliation of defeat in full taping! He finally returned from behind to win the game 4-2.
In outcomes among the under 18 category lets note the performance of the young William Dumas who won the young B
section and went to the semi-final of the under 18 section. He won the exceptional performance of the tournament.
Another young player from Mauricie, Vincent Soulard beat William for 3rd place of the under 18 in addition to rank in
section B of the tournament .The big final was a classic between the two young virtuoso Thierri Douville and Simon Decarie.
Thierri had just finished in 2nd place of the B div after a good win against Peter Anoussis in the semi finals 3 games to 1. As
for Simon, he had an exceptional tournament ranking 16th in the A series and winning a match against King Bossio in the
quarter finals.
The final went to the decisive match won by Thierri who dethrones Simon who won the B last year in Rosemont. These two
youngsters who often play two speed during league dates always pick it up during tournament play..
In section C, Jean Lavallée who found himself stuck in this category, won in 4 games (3-1) against Jeremy Ayotte who had
very nice tournament, winnig a magnificent series 3-2 against Guillaume Pitre. Guillaume recovered well with a nice victory
for 3rd place against Ashley Perreault.
In the B div, Vinny Catania won the prize by beating Thierri Douville 3 games in O, while Peter Anoussis finished 3rd.
In the championship section first round (1/8 final), other than Carlo who beat Simon "the gamer" Decarie 3-1 was Eric
Larochelle who returned from a 1-2 deficit to defeat Francois "the brother" in 5 games. Michael "The Class" Brossard used
his experience to beat Gabriel "Pharaoh" Saad in 3 consecutive matches. Pat "The Phenomen" Coté got rid of Michel "the
machine" Décarie in 3 consecutive matches as well. Martin "the rage "Douville needed two wins in overtime to eliminate
Lou" the living legend "Marinoff in 4 matches. Burt Brassard had his hands full with Michael" Rangers "Goupil. Michel a
combative player and surging may well break into the top 10 within the next tournament. Julian Marinoff gave everything
against the Bruins André Pigeon, but he lost in three consecutive games. Finally John "Golden Boy" Fayolle pushed Alex
Anoussis to the limite of 5 games, but the brother of slickster finally came out winner.

In the Quarter final, King Carlo lost a match against Eric "Ricky Boy" Larochelle, but won the other 3 games with a 1 or 2
goals difference but Rickie Boy could cause the surprise. André "Boston" Pigeon had a hard time in the first game but finally
won in overtime, and then he was no longer worried, sweeping The Rager in 3 consecutive games. Michael Brossard won a
match against the Phenomenon, but he had no more gasoline in the tank, Pat easily won the other three matchs. Burt
Brassard sweated a large drop against the tenacious Alex Anoussis but he conceded no matches in a 3-0 sweep.
In the classification matches Martin Douville earned his best lifetime result finishing in 5th place by beating both Alex
Anoussis and Eric Larochelle. Eric finished 6th, while Alex and Michael finished 7th and 8th.
In the Semi Finals we once again had the classic Pat "the phenomenon "Coté vs King Carlo. Le phenomenon was defending
champion of the 2015 edition was a bit disappointing on this day. After losing the first match 6-4, the King opened the
machine and easily won the following three games to eliminate the only player who had a realistic chance to beat him on
this day. In the other Semi Finals, André Pigeon reached the final for the first time by beating the representative of the old
capital Burt Brassard in 4 games.
The series for the 3th place was a massacre for Burt who was knocked out in two consecutive "mercy rules" by the
Pénomene. As for the grand finaly, the King was as his old habits. After conceding a match he opened the machine and went
on to win without much suspense another tournament! Who can raise his game by 2-3 notches to threaten the invincible
King? Should we expect that a youth has come to maturity and could possibly threaten an aging King? Maybe one of the
veterans of the circuit can he go into higher speed, Slickster, Boston, the Phenomenon, semi retired Gino ...? To be
continued

King Carlo Crushes NY Competition
Big Apple Tempts Two Dozen
story by Lou Marinoff

Two dozen intrepid players turned up for the 2015 SoHo Classic
Manhattan, NY, October 17, 2015.
After sitting out Chicago as usual, and losing to his brother Gino in Montreal (not as planned), Carlo Bossio resumed his
winning ways in this third leg of the 2015-16 NTHL season. Carlo defeated a determined Sam Anoussis in a closely-fought
four-game final series. Carlo's three wins were all in overtime, a measure of how well Sam played.
Sam more than redeemed himself after his 11th-place finish in Montreal, taking down Gino in a 4-game semi-final. But the
Bossio brothers are a tag-team: you often have to beat them both to win the day, and that's a tall order. The Bossios never
have this problem, since they only have to beat one of themselves, and never two like the rest of us.
While Sam battled Carlo in the final, Gino prevailed over a surging Andre Pigeon to capture the bronze.

Sam #2, Carlo #1, Gino #3
Everybody loves New York, and New York loves table hockey. That adds up to fast and furious action, especially on John
Fayolle's state-of-the-art classic SoHo tables, the featured boards for this event.

Fast and furious action on Fayolle's SoHo tables
Just in case things weren't fast and furious enough, a new puck made its NTHL debut. The puck is precision-engineered by
Peyman Honarmandi, City College Professor of Mechanical Engineering, in collaboration with yours truly. This high-caliber
solid plastic puck has been adopted by John Power's New York City Table Hockey Association, and John Fayolle's SoHo Classic
League.

The puck is approved for use by the NTHL, and the vast majority of games in New York were played with it. The puck allows
you to score the goals you are accustomed to scoring with the old puck, but also allows new kinds of goals to be scored.
Hot-glue addicts are welcome to use the old puck, as long as supplies last. But if you want to kick the hot-glue habit, try the
new puck. For more information, contact lou.marinoff@nthl.ca

Carlo (left) versus Sam (right) in a thrilling final series, refereed by Julian Marinoff
For the second tournament in a row, Patrick "Le Phenomen" Cote had to content himself with a fifth-place finish. After Pat
came Kenny Dubois (6th), Dave Kraehling (7th), and Mike Brossard (8th) in a strong performance. Mike's offense was
amazing on the day. He beat me in a five-game series, scoring a ton of goals. Even though Carlo then beat him three straight
in the quarter finals, Mike was still scoring well, but ran out of gas and was outgunned.
This author (9th) won the B, defeating Ontario's now-famous Mark Sokolski (10th), while Shawn Redmond edged Vinny
Catania for 3rd place in B.

B-winners Mark Sokolski #2, Lou Marinoff #1 (Shawn Redmond #3, not pictured)
Mark had a star-studded October, appearing on Canadian national television with former Prime Minister Stephen Harper
and perennial Great One Wayne Gretsky. Harper and Gretsky played table hockey in a political publicity stunt that Mark

helped engineer. Only in Canada could this happen! Mark then got his just desserts, and refereed the match. Harper lost the
federal election anyway, but at least he went down playing table hockey. Well done, Mark!
Meanwhile, back in the Big Apple, a game Peter Anoussis won the C-Pool. Watch out: now there's a third Anoussis on the
warpath! A.J. Sarma --- all the way from L.A. -- took home silver, while Tony "Was that in and out?" Sciacca clinched bronze
for Yonkers.

C-Winners: A.J. Sarma (#2), Peter Anoussis (#1), Tony Sciacca (#3)
Special mention goes to Moussa Chermiti (13th) for making the A-Pool. He was given a warm "rookie" welcome, but learned
from the experience. Congrats to John Fayolle (14th), Diane Tarsitano (15th), and John Power (16th) for finishing in the top
16 in this very tough field.
Last but hardly least, a special thanks to Ursula and John Fayolle for their fine hospitality in hosting yet another successful
event in New York. We wish John a full and speedy recovery as he goes on injury reserve, for surgery on his arm. He will no
doubt bounce back stronger and slicker than ever.

John presents the SoHo cup to Carlo
The quest for the NTHL's World Cup shifts to Toronto on Saturday November 21, organized by Dave Kraehling. Join the
action! Contact superdave3n2@yahoo.ca
Photos by John Fayolle

Montreal, September 12, 2015
Montreal is one of the toughest tournaments on the NTHL tour, based on the sheer number of players participating. This
year was not an exception: only 2 of the 20 best players (Burt Brassard and Martin Douville) were absent. The competition
was fast and dangerous, and it challenged the players’ ratings very much. Surprises stole the spotlight. Each round has put
forward a frenzy of sharks of hockey on table. No one has been spared, not even the eventual champion Gino Bossio.
Gino literally slept during the first round of the day. In the opening game of the day, your author took the lead 6-1. Gino
woke up in time to close the gap to 6-4: too little too late. This was a minor surprise. To think well, maybe I should not have

woke up. Gino then mowed everyone on his way, including his brother, King Carlo, en route to win his 4th title of the

Montreal Classic.
Gino is clearly a battered man in Montreal. This year, he has not lost a single game of eliminatory series, almost impossible
mission at this level of play, and so much talent in the dirty. Gino swept Sergio Angelillo in the round of 16, and then went
through the brothers Cote one after the other: Pat in the quarterfinals and Francois in a semi final. And this in consecutive
parts. In the other semi final, Carlo needed 4 games to dispose of Andre Pigeon, including a crazy 10-8 in the 4th.
In the final, the unbeatable Gino beat Carlo in consecutive games: 6-3, 9-5, 8-1. When "the king" is beaten in a final, it is a
major surprise. Unlike the rest of us, when Carlo becomes "batter" he ends up even second, or worse, third. All the other
who finish second or third have played brilliantly.

The third place went to Andre Pigeon, who played extremely well, taking over where he had finished last season and raising
the bar this year. He had to do this day: Francois Cote.

Earlier, Francois had made a miraculous spear at the top of Pool-A. From there, as the # 1 rank of the series, he fought until
semi-final. This is where Gino stops him like a wall, taking the wind from his sails. Even so, Francois finished fourth of the
day, surprising everyone on his way, including your author in the quarterfinal. An incredible performance by older brother
Pat. It seems that the phenomenon is flowing in the blood of the Cote family. The youngest phenomenon, Pat, had to settle

for the fifth place for the day. Not his usual rank.

Alex Anoussis got a notable performance too, finishing 6th, well ahead of his two big brothers, Sam and Peter. Sam, a
notable competitor, fell to battle in another many surprises of the day, in this case against your author. I came back from a
2-5 deficit in a 5th part of our quarter-final, earning 6-5 in overtime, and setting Sam back to B-Pool.

If you do not believe how competitive the competition was, look at the Pool-B winners: Eric Larochelle, Michel Decarie, Sam
Anoussis. These guys are all level A players, and Sam is usually an A +

Congratulations also to the winners of Pool-C Michel Goupil, John Fayolle, and the road warrior Vinny Catania. In the division
under 18, Thierry Douville, Guillaume Pitre, and Simon Decarie won the honors in this order.

The "Montreal Classic 2015", put forward the table hockey at its best. The NTHL brotherhood continues in New York in
October. The sharks will crunch in the big apple a double program: Munro on Friday October 16th, and Coleco on Saturday,
October 17th. The event of New York is organized by John Fayolle, it is always memorable. We are waiting for you!
CHCAGO 2015

Marinoff triumphant at Coleco U.S. Open in Chicago
The first tournament of the 2015-16 NTHL Tour was held in suburban Chicago on Friday evening, July 24, and when it was
over, Dr. Lou Marinoff had emerged victorious.
The veteran legend Marinoff and tournament host Jim Rzonca of Lemont met in the finals. Lou and Jim had been circling
each other all night, tying in both round robin games. It looked like it would come down to goal differential for the top
playoff seed, but Lou fell to Diana Tarsitano 4-1 in the second round robin and so Jim would be the top seed. It was a great
upset for Diana, who played very well this night.
Lou and Jim earned byes in the A Group playoffs. Diana drew her husband, Shawn Redmond, in the quarterfinal round.
These two have played each other probably thousands of times. Shawn jumped out to win Game 1, but Diana took Game 2
by a 5-4 score and Game 3 in convincing fashion 6-1. But Shawn won Game 4 and so the series would go the full five. Tied 11 late in the game, Diana got the next two goals. Shawn put one home late, but it wasn't enough. Diana Tarsitano had scored
the upset victory.
Lou and Jim easily advanced to the finals, with Lou sweeping Eric Krol and Jim doing the same against Diana. The finals series
was tight. Lou took the opening game 4-3 and then forced overtime in Game 2. Lou put one home after some fierce battling
and held a commanding 2-0 series lead. Marinoff blew the doors off in Game 3, winning 7-0.
Dr. Lou had made the finals twice in recent years in Chicago, losing to Jim Rzonca in 2012 and Dave Kraehling last year.
Congrats to Lou!
In other news, third place in the A Group went to Eric Krol over Diana Tarsitano. The B Group champion was Eric Davis, who
would go on to win the Stiga tournament the next day.
You can watch some playoff video here: http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/68731236
The next tournament on the tour will be held September 12th in Montreal. Stay tuned for more details.

